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6.R. REMINDER SYSTEMS FOR IMMUNIZATIONS AND PREVENTIVE SERVICES

6.R.1. The Problem
Many patients do not receive important immunizations and other preventive services and advice because they do not know to see their clinical team for these services, they forget to make appointments, and they miss scheduled appointments. One study of family practice clinics found that the rate of missed appointments ranged widely, from close to zero to more than 50 percent.¹

The impact can be significant. Missed appointments contribute to discontinuity of care, reduce care opportunities for other patients, disrupt the patient-provider relationship, and add to health care costs.

The fact that vaccination rates for adults and children are below optimal levels supports this finding. According to the National Center for Health Statistics, in 2013:

- Less than 68 percent of adults 65 and over had had the influenza vaccine
- Less than 60 percent of adults 65 and over had been vaccinated against pneumonia.
- Only 70 percent of children aged 19-35 months had completed the full series of childhood vaccinations.²

Two common reasons for missed vaccinations are forgetting appointments and in the case of children, parents not knowing their child’s immunization schedule.³

6.R.2. The Intervention
There are two useful strategies for tackling this problem:

- Reminder Systems for Patients
- Reminder Systems for Physicians

6.R.2.a. Reminder Systems for Patients
One way to tackle the inadequate delivery of preventive services is to institute reminder and recall systems for patients. Reminder systems notify patients a few days before their

scheduled appointment, while recall systems contact patients who have missed appointments and encourage them to reschedule.

The benefits of reminder and recall systems include improved immunization rates, fewer missed appointments (no-shows), and more preventive care visits. The higher levels of preventive services are likely to reduce morbidity and mortality from preventable diseases. Also, as more patients come for their allotted appointments, the practice can increase its visit capacity and reduce its costs, particularly those associated with the inefficient use of clinician and staff time when slots are wasted.

Reminder systems have been in use for several decades, and except for the more sophisticated computerized phone reminder systems, are not complex either to initiate or to operate. Reminder and recall systems can work through a variety of mechanisms meant to prompt the patient, including phone calls (by clinic staff, by computer, through patient portals, or through centralized programs), e-mail, text, letters, and postcards.

Systems to reduce no-shows employ some additional techniques, including:

- Reducing perceived barriers (e.g., providing transportation)
- Providing information (such as pamphlets or videos) on the importance of regular preventive and health maintenance visits

Reminder, Recall, and Outreach (RRO) programs are a more resource-intensive version of these systems and have been used effectively to improve immunization rates for hard-to-reach populations, such as inner-city minority children.

**The Costs of Patient Reminder Systems**

Barriers to implementation include cost and lack of information about the variety of systems. Costs for immunization reminder programs vary widely; for example, the cost per additional child vaccinated ranges from $7 to $63. Studies have found that a letter reminder system can cost $10.50 per fully vaccinated child, whereas a comprehensive program of reminders and community outreach can cost $63 per child per year, with an estimated cost effectiveness of $316 per year per fully vaccinated child.

**The Impact of Patient Reminder Systems**

Reminder and recall systems are effective at improving immunization rates in adults and children. They also reduce the no-show rate for preventive services. Increases to immunization rates ranged from 5 to 20 percent in intervention groups compared to control groups. Effectiveness was shown for adult pneumococcus, tetanus, and influenza

---


vaccines and for childhood vaccines, including the influenza vaccine. While all types of reminder systems were effective, telephone reminders were the most effective.

A review of studies of appointment reminder systems also found that they resulted in improvements. The rates of kept appointments increased an average of:

- 40 percent for patient contracts.
- 120 percent for letters.
- 190 percent for phone calls and for orientation/information programs (e.g., videos and pamphlets).
- 660 percent for phone reminders for psychosocial appointments.

In a study comparing the effectiveness of different approaches to improve immunization and screening, patient reminder systems were the fifth most effective method, with an average improvement of 150 percent compared to control groups. More effective were organizational change, provider reminders (see discussion below), patient financial incentives, and provider education. Less effective (but still more effective than no intervention) were patient education, provider financial incentives, and provider feedback.

### 6.R.2.b. Reminder Systems for Physicians

While physicians generally agree with preventive measures and guidelines, there is substantial evidence that physician compliance with such preventive measures is well below optimal. Since most patient encounters revolve around treating acute illnesses and alleviating symptoms, preventive measures are often overlooked. One way to improve compliance with such secondary tasks is to provide physicians with organized and processed data at key times.

Among physician reminders, the most prominent is the concurrent report, which offers the benefit of timeliness—i.e., it provides information to a physician at a time when she can act on it. Such reports are commonly in the form of a computer-generated printout of suggested preventive procedures that is attached to the front of a patient’s chart. A common computer reminder system reviews the records of patients coming for
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scheduled appointments and prints out the necessary procedures and tests in the “orders” section of the encounter form..schedule appointments and prints out the necessary procedures and tests in

Other concurrent formats include tagged notes, stickers in patient charts, and cards given to patients to help them prompt physicians. The type or location of the prompt does not seem to matter; that is, reminders at a variety of places in the medical chart (e.g., tagged progress note, computer monitor display) are equally as effective as a printout at the front of the patient medical record. All achieve 12 to 14 percent improvement.

Other categories of reminders include:

- Intervisit reminders (i.e., a reminder sent to the physician after a visit when something is overdue)
- Registry reminders (e.g., an inter-visit reminder for a specific patient group, such as those with chronic condition)

**Implementation of Physician Reminder Systems**

Prior to implementing physician reminder systems, the health care organization should address the following questions:

- Do the affected physicians believe that the services they are being reminded about are important?
- Do the physicians agree on the best approach to these issues?
- Do they agree on which steps of the process need the most support?
- Does the reminder system meet physicians’ needs while also incorporating safeguards against process failures?

Failure to consider these questions is likely to undermine the success of the reminder system. It is important to note that significant rates of non-compliance with preventive procedures may indicate that there are fundamental problems with the underlying systems, which should be addressed before reminder systems are attempted.

**The Impact of Physician Reminder Systems**

There is strong evidence from meta-analytic studies that physician reminder systems for preventive care are effective at increasing preventive procedures:

- Balas et al. reviewed 33 controlled studies and found that reminder systems led to an average improvement in six preventive procedures of 13 percent, ranging from 5.8 percent for Pap smear to 17.2 percent for pneumococcal vaccination. (The other four procedures were fecal occult blood test, mammogram, influenza...
vaccination, and tetanus vaccination.) Extrapolating these results nationwide, the researchers estimated that reminder systems could save 8,333 lives per year.10

- Shea et al. reviewed 16 randomized controlled trials and found, for six preventive practices, an overall 77 percent increase in procedures when computerized reminder systems were used.7

- Litzelman et al. found a 19 percent relative difference in physician compliance with reminders on three procedures when physicians were required to actively respond to a prompt by indicating the action taken, compared to a reminder that required no active response.8
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Read More About Reminder Systems


